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Glycosyltransferases are among the most important enzymes 
in the field of glycobiology. They are responsible for the 
biosynthesis of glycans and glycoconjugates, which play 

a vital role in signaling, recognition, pathogenesis and bacte-
rial cell wall formation1. However, the catalytic mechanism of 
glycosyltransferases that utilize nucleoside diphosphate sugars 
(for example, UDP-glucose and GDP-mannose) remains mostly 
unclear1. Inverting glycosyltransferases are suggested to use a 
single- displacement mechanism with an oxocarbenium ion–like 
transition state and an asynchronous SN2 mechanism, character-
istics that are supported by several mechanistic studies and kinetic 
isotope effects measurements2,3 as well as by numerous three-
 dimensional structures1. The reactions of the  glycosyltransferases 
that result in the retention of  stereochemistry at the anomeric 
center (retaining glycosyltransferases) are especially poorly under-
stood; in contrast to those with inverting  glycosyltransferases, 
the kinetic and structural studies of retaining glycosyltrans-
ferases have not provided unambiguous evidence for their mode 
of action1. With analogy to the double-displacement mechanism 
of retaining glycoside hydrolases4 that involves the  formation of 
a covalent intermediate with configurational  inversion followed 
by the hydrolysis of the intermediate with another inversion, it is 
suggested that the retaining glycosyltransferases follow a double-
displacement mechanism. However, many data are at odds with 
the double-displacement pathway. For instance, although some 
elegant experiments using mutant enzymes are able to highlight 
intermediates5,6 (for example, on distant nucleophiles5) or per-
form chemical rescue7, attempts to trap the covalent glycosyl-
enzyme intermediate and other types of relevant intermediates 
in wild-type enzymes have been unsuccessful5,8. Moreover, a long 
list9–15 (see also Supplementary Results, Supplementary Fig. 1)  
of structural data on retaining glycosyltransferases exists that sug-
gests that few have amino acid side chains suitably positioned to  
act as a nucleophile in the active site in such a mechanism. Amino 
acid sequence alignments fail to show any consistently conserved 
amino acid residues for such an important role. In glycoside 

hydrolases, where such a mechanism is well documented, the 
nucleophilic, acidic and basic residues within the enzyme family 
are essentially invariant1.

As an alternative possibility, the ‘internal return–like’ mecha-
nism, also called the SNi-like mechanism, has been suggested, in 
which the nucleophilic attacks from the same face as the leaving 
group departure1,10,15. The concept of a general internal nucleophilic 
substitution mechanism SNi (substitution nucleophilic internal), 
which is neither simply SN1 nor SN2, was first invoked to explain 
unusual stereochemical outcomes of simple alkyl halides16; this 
so-called ‘Ingold-type’ nomenclature focuses on defining transfor-
mation type. This mechanism is classically invoked in the charac-
terization of the reactive stereochemical course of secondary alkyl 
chlorosulfites, which leads to retention when the nucleophile and 
leaving group are constrained on the same face; importantly, these 
early studies highlighted that when constraint was removed, attack 
occurred from the other face. This mechanism is also observed in 
carbohydrate chemistry. It is directly relevant to our study that such 
a mechanism for glycosyltransfer was first proposed, in the absence 
of any enzyme, to explain the retention of anomeric stereochemistry 
in the solvolysis of α-glucosyl fluoride by mixtures of ethanol and 
trifluorethanol17. Theoretical studies suggest that such an internal 
return mechanism can provide an energetically plausible pathway 
inside enzymes as a result of active site geometrical constraints18. 
An SNi-like mechanism is also suggested based on the ternary com-
plex structure of a retaining galactosyltransferase from Neisseria  
meningitidis containing acceptor and donor substrate analogs and 
the kinetic study of mutants10. A series of reports on an archetypal, 
non-Leloir glycosyltransferase, trehalose phosphorylase, have pos-
tulated, on the basis of kinetic data, that this unusual mechanism 
might be operating19,20. A recent study suggests that a change in 
kinetic and chemical mechanism—that is, a shift from a double-
displacement to a sequential ‘front-side’ mechanism—takes place 
when a retaining glycosidase, sucrose phosphorylase, is engi-
neered to possess synthetic activity21. Nonetheless, no study has yet  
gathered comprehensive mechanistic evidence.
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Mechanistic evidence for a front-side, sni-type 
reaction in a retaining glycosyltransferase
seung seo Lee1, sung You Hong1,3, James C errey1, atsushi Izumi2, Gideon J davies2 &  
Benjamin G davis1*

A previously determined crystal structure of the ternary complex of trehalose-6-phosphate synthase identified a putative  
transition state–like arrangement based on validoxylamine A 6′-O-phosphate and uridine diphosphate in the active site. Here 
linear free energy relationships confirm that these inhibitors are synergistic transition state mimics, supporting front-face 
nucleophilic attack involving hydrogen bonding between leaving group and nucleophile. Kinetic isotope effects indicate a highly 
dissociative oxocarbenium ion–like transition state. Leaving group 18O effects identified isotopically sensitive bond cleavages 
and support the existence of a hydrogen bond between the nucleophile and departing group. Brønsted analysis of nucleophiles 
and Taft analysis highlight participation of the nucleophile in the transition state, also consistent with a front-face  mechanism. 
Together, these comprehensive, quantitative data substantiate this unusual enzymatic reaction mechanism. Its discovery 
should prompt useful reassessment of many biocatalysts and their substrates and inhibitors. 
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The SNi-like mechanism involves a front-face nucleophilic attack, 
thereby leading to net retention in the nucleophilic substitution, 
which features an open transition state17. This open  transition state 
is expected to be highly dissociative, with a considerable oxocar-
benium ion character18. An interaction, possibly the formation 
of hydrogen bonds, between the leaving group and the incoming 
nucleophile is predicted, which should lead the nucleophile to 
the same face as the leaving group while assisting leaving group 
dissociation1,17. Recently, we described the X-ray structure22 of a 
ternary complex (Fig. 1) of a retaining glycosyltransferase, treha-
lose-6-phosphate synthase (OtsA), containing uridine diphosphate 
(UDP) and a bisubstrate analog, validoxylamine A 6′-O-phosphate 
(VA6P (1), Fig. 1d). OtsA transfers a glucosyl moiety from a donor 
substrate uridine diphosphate glucose (UDP-Glc) to the 1-hydroxyl 
group of the acceptor substrate glucose-6-phosphate (Glc6P) to 
form an α,α-1,1 linkage, yielding the product α,α-1,1-trehalose-
6-phosphate (Fig. 1a). OtsA belongs to the sequence-based  
glycosyltransferase 20 (GT20)23 protein family and possesses a GT-B 
fold. Kinetically, OtsA uses a sequential ordered bi-bi mechanism 
in which the donor, UDP-Glc, binds to the active site first, and is 
followed by the acceptor Glc6P, before the reaction occurs. VA6P 
shows competitive inhibition with regard to the donor UDP-Glc, 
and its potency increases considerably in the presence of UDP. This 
synergistic inhibition is believed to show the plausible geometry 
and interplay of a leaving group and a nucleophile that can happen 
in the transition state (Fig. 1b). Moreover, the three-dimensional 
structure of this complex shows that a hydrogen bond exists between 
the leaving group oxygen of UDP and the nucleophile mimic of the 
sugar moiety (Fig. 1c). This and other structures15 are consistent 

with the suggestions that the SNi-like mechanism requires hydro-
gen bonding that can direct the nucleophile to the same face as the 
leaving group17. Computational studies also suggest that hydrogen 
bonding between the leaving group and the nucleophile contributes 
to stabilizing the transition state of an SNi mechanism18. Also, the 
flattened geometry of the leaving group pyranose ring mimic in 
VA6P is consistent with oxocarbenium ion–like character. Overall, 
although our previous ternary complex structure is suggestive of 
an SNi mechanism, more experimental data to test the mechanistic 
hypotheses are required.

In this report, we present what we believe is compelling evidence 
that observations in our ternary complex reflect true aspects of the 
transition state. We have probed the characteristics of the putative 
transition state structure and the participation of the nucleophile 
in the transition state by means of kinetic isotope effects (KIE) and 
linear free energy relationships (LFER) on a range of substrates; 
together these data implicate both the leaving group of the donor 
and the acceptor nucleophile during the transition state and suggest 
a front-side, SNi-type mechanism.

reSuLTS
confirming transition state mimicry
LFER can be used to probe the sensitivity of reaction rates to elec-
tronic factors such as the electronegativity or acidity of atoms near 
the reaction center24 and can provide a rigorous test of the  transition 
state mimicry of inhibitors25. Using the latter strategy, we com-
pared the effects of identical structural change on the stabilization 
of the transition state of the reaction (reflected in kcat/Km) and on 
the binding affinity of potential transition state mimics (reflected 
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Figure 1 | The reaction catalyzed by trehalose-6-phosphate synthase (OtsA). the numbering shown here corresponds to both vA6p and the product 
trehalose-6′-phosphate (and the compounds in the main text) to allow consistent numbering through the reaction pathway. Discussion of the nucleotide 
donor in the main text uses conventional numbering (as shown in Table 1); for example, C1 in vA6p corresponds to C1″ in the nucleotide diphosphate 
donor. (a) the reaction forms a glycosidic bond between the oH1′-hydroxyl of acceptor substrate glucose-6-phosphate (blue) and the glucosyl moiety 
(red) from donor substrate UDp-glucose (UDp-Glc). (b,c) the proposed front-face transition state for this reaction (b) resembles the complex ternary 
structure (c, right) determined22 for the synergistic binding to otsA of UDp and validoxylamine A 6′-O-phosphate (vA6p); the corresponding schematic 
view is also shown (c, left). each mutation generated for lFer is shown in parentheses in the schematic view. (d) the structure of vA6p. Note that the 
secondary amine in vA6p might be expected to be protonated at physiological pH, but this is not clearly observed (either directly or indirectly) in the 
determined structures.
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in Ki). This can be achieved either by changing the structure of the 
substrates systematically (giving kcat/Km values) and of the inhibi-
tors analogously (giving Ki values) or by mutating amino acid resi-
dues in the active site of enzymes and measuring both parameters 
with the same substrate and inhibitor25. Thus, we generated active 
site mutants of OtsA and measured all relevant kinetic parameters. 
Initial KIEs observed through kcat/Km (described below) confirmed 
that the chemical step was sufficiently isotopically sensitive in the 
mechanism of OtsA, showing that kcat/Km reflected the transition 
state of the chemical reactions, and highlighted this as a highly 
suitable enzymatic system. To test whether the inhibition by VA6P 
in the presence of UDP was relevant to the transition state of the 
reaction, we expressed wild-type and active site–mutant variants of 
OtsA in Escherichia coli and purified them by nickel-affinity chro-
matography. Kinetic parameters of a donor substrate, UDP-Glc, and 
an acceptor substrate, Glc6P, were measured by the coupled spectro-
photometric assay method26 (Supplementary Table 1).

Attempts were made to measure the inhibition constants of VA6P 
for mutants without UDP. At 5-mM concentrations of VA6P, inhibi-
tion was less than 10% with the D130A mutant, and other mutants 
showed no significant inhibition. Thus, except for the WT enzyme, 
5 mM of VA6P alone did not significantly inhibit any mutants,  
giving determined Ki values that in all cases were at least two orders 
of magnitude higher than that for the wild type (Supplementary 
Table 1). Nonetheless, more potent inhibition by VA6P could be mea-
sured in the presence of UDP, confirming the synergistic  inhibition 
of VA6P and UDP. First, a radioactivity assay using 3H-labeled UDP-
Glc measured inhibition constants of UDP with respect to the donor 
substrate, UDP-Glc, for the wild-type enzyme and active site vari-
ants (described in Methods). Next, a  radioactivity assay measured Ki 
values of VA6P in the presence of UDP. Ki values could be measured 
with the mutants and ranged from 2.7 μM for the wild type to 7.6 mM 
for the least active enzyme mutant, R262K (Supplementary Table 1 
and Supplementary Fig. 2). Apparent Ki values of VA6P were mea-
sured in the presence of UDP at a concentration corresponding to 
twice the Ki values of UDP for each mutant. At this concentration of 
UDP, the occupancy of UDP within the active site was substantial, 
yet the residual activity was measurable by the sensitive radioactivity 
assay. Logarithms of Ki values plotted against those of Km/kcat values 
revealed a statistically significant relationship with a correlation coef-
ficient (r2) of 0.94 and a slope of 0.98 (Fig. 2a). Generally, a strong 
correlation with a slope close to unity is  considered to  indicate the 

 meaningful mimicry of transition state25, and therefore this LFER 
strongly suggested that synergistic  inhibitors, VA6P and UDP, formed 
an in situ transition state analog at the active site. VA6P alone gave 
a very poor correlation (Fig. 2b), and only at high concentrations 
(>5 mM); UDP alone (Fig. 2c) similarly gave no clear correlation.  
In situ  formation of a transition state analog is not rare and is 
observed in studies of β-phosphoglucomutase27 and a  retaining 
 glycosyltransferase,  trehalose phosphorylase19. Consequently, it 
is likely that the structure of the OtsA ternary complex22 reflects 
 characteristics of the true  transition state.

Kinetic analysis of the donor substrate
A powerful method to probe the oxocarbenium ion–like character 
in the reaction coordinate is through KIEs28. As isotopic change is 
very sensitive to vibrational mode and frequency, the subtle varia-
tion in reaction rate resulting from isotopic substitution provides 
insight into the changes in bond order and geometry around the 
atom that is subjected to isotopic substitution while the reaction 
is going from ground state to the transition state. If the transition 
state has a looser structure or weaker bonding than the ground state, 
heavy isotope substitution will result in a slower rate, giving a nor-
mal KIE (klight/kheavy > 1). In contrast, a transition state with a more 
constricted environment or stronger bonding between atoms results 
in a faster rate with heavy isotope substitution, giving an inverse KIE 
(klight/kheavy < 1). Thus, both the mode and magnitude of KIEs can 
provide detailed information about transition state structure. It is 
important to note that the reaction coordinate and aspects of revers-
ibility and commitment29 (described below) can also modulate KIE.

We determined multiple KIEs under competitive conditions 
using the isotopically labeled donor substrates shown in Table 1. 
These methods used radioisotopes as heavy atoms and remote 
labels30,31 and yielded KIEs based on kcat/Km

32, which reflected the 
first irreversible step. Thus, the donor substrate, UDP-Glc, was 
isotopically labeled at a range of sites with [1″-3H], [1″-2H, 5-3H], 
[2″-2H, 5-3H], [1″-14C], [1″-18O, 5-3H], [6″-3H], [6″-14C] and [5-3H] 
(Table 1). These were synthesized enzymatically or chemoenzy-
matically from appropriately labeled glucose (Supplementary 
Methods). As the 6″ position is three bonds away from the reac-
tion center, the KIE from 14C at this position was assumed to be 
negligible33 and was therefore used as a reference. Thus, KIEs of 
[1″-3H], [1″-2H, 5-3H], [2″-2H, 5-3H], [1″-18O, 5-3H], [6″-3H] and 
[5-3H] measured in pair with [6″-14C] as a competitive light  isotopic 
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Figure 2 | Linear free energy relationships of OtsA variants. (a) plot of log(Km/kcat) of otsA wild type and mutants versus logKi measured with vA6p in 
the presence of UDp at a concentration of twice the Ki of UDp. the slope is 0.98 (r2 = 0.94), strongly suggesting effective mimicry of the enzyme transition 
state by the synergistic inhibition of vA6p and UDp. (b) plot of logKi versus log(Km/kcat) of otsA wild type and mutants measured with vA6p alone in the 
absence of UDp. Ki values for two mutants (D130A and D130N) could not be measured as Ki values were very high and out of range of the concentration 
of vA6p used (up to 160 mm). A weak relationship (slope = 0.63, r2 = 0.79) suggests that vA6p is only a poor transition state mimic in the absence of 
UDp (or is not a mimic at all). (c) plot of log Ki versus log(Km/kcat) of otsA wild type and mutants measured with UDp alone in the absence of vA6p. As 
in b, a lack of correlation suggests that vA6p is not an effective transition state mimic in the absence of vA6p. three independent measurements were 
performed for each data point.
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 substrate provided a precise internal standard. Similarly, the negli-
gible effect of a [5-3H] label was confirmed and so justified its use 
as a concomitant silent remote label in [1″-2H, 5-3H], [2″-2H, 5-3H] 
and [1″-18O, 5-3H] KIEs. A [1″-14C] KIE was measured with [6″-3H] 
labeled substrate as a competitive light isotope label and corrected 
for remote effects by the latter.

In the retaining glycosyltransferase reaction, the first irrevers-
ible step was expected to reflect the departure of a leaving group 
and the nucleophilic participation of the acceptor nucleophile, as 
 suggested by the LFER through transition state analogy. For KIE 
to be a meaningful tool for revealing chemical transformation,  
it is necessary for the chemical step to be the first irreversible step  
so that the measured KIE is fully intrinsic. Otherwise, measured  
KIEs will be significantly lower than intrinsic values, confusing  
the interpretation. Therefore, in many cases it has been necessary 
to measure commitment factors of the reaction. Commitment 
 factors measure the ratio of the rate of the bond-forming (or bond-
breaking) step to the rates of all nonchemical steps, thus revealing 
how  contributory the chemical step is. A correction of  experimental 
KIEs based on measured commitment factors can be made to obtain 
 intrinsic KIEs32. In general, there are two types of commitment  
factors, forward and reverse. The OtsA-catalyzed reaction is virtu-
ally irreversible under the assay conditions, and thus the reverse 
 commitment can be considered zero.

Glc6P was used as an acceptor substrate only for the measure-
ment of a [1″-3H] KIE. Although the [1″-3H] KIE measured with the 
natural acceptor Glc6P was significantly large (1.205 ± 0.002 s.d.),  
we also chose the slower and less efficient acceptor substrate, 
2- deoxy-D-glucose-6-phosphate (2dGlc6P,  2) (one-half the kcat and 
eight-fold higher Km) to complete our set of multiple KIEs and to 
make the chemical step more dominant (Table 1). Measurement 
of a full set of KIEs ([1″-3H] and [1″-2H]) with the less active 
acceptor substrate 2dGlc6P ensured the determination of intrin-
sic KIEs; indeed, the [1″-3H] KIE of 1.284 obtained using 2dGlc6P 
was larger than that measured with Glc6P and among the largest 
reported. Moreover, high Km values (53 mM, in this case) impli-
cated weak binding and very little commitment33. Together these 
data indicated that the KIEs measured with 2dGlc6P can be con-
sidered intrinsic.

The α-secondary [1″-3H] KIE was measured to be 1.284. Such 
large α-secondary 3H (or 2H) KIEs are an indication of oxocarbe-
nium ion–like character at the transition state due to the change 
of hybridization of anomeric carbon from sp3 to sp2, which creates 
a less restricted environment around the carbon-hydrogen bond, 
enabling out-of-plane bending freedom of the H(D) atom34. The 
large β-secondary KIE of [2″-2H], measuring 1.164, further sup-
ported this change. The β-secondary deuterium KIE measured the 
hyperconjugation between the 2″-hydron (either 1H, 2H or 3H) and 
the electron-deficient C1″ of the oxocarbenium, which stabilizes 
the transition state35. This hyperconjugation can be described as 
electron donation from the sigma bond between H2″ and C2″ to 
an empty p-orbital of C1″ at the transition state, which results in a 
weakened C2″-H2″ bond, leading to a normal (>1) KIE. Such elec-
tron donation is highly dependent on the torsion angle between 
C2″-H2″ and the p orbital of C1″. If the pyranose ring is flattened 
on its way to the transition state, hyperconjugation is more effi-
cient, leading to a large KIE. Together, large normal [1″-3H] KIE 
and [2″-2H] KIEs (α- and β-secondary, respectively) strongly indi-
cated that the transition state was considerably dissociative, with 
a substantial oxocarbenium ion–like character, and that the pyra-
nose ring was flattened through C5″-O5″-C1″-C2″ (Fig. 3). The 
[1″-14C] KIE also supported these observations. [1″-14C] KIE is a 
primary effect,  normally of magnitude 1.0–1.02 for the transition 
state of  formation of a discrete cationic intermediate (DN*AN

36), 
1.025–1.060 for a  dissociative concerted mechanism (ANDN), and 
1.06–1.16 for an associative or synchronous concerted mecha-
nism (also ANDN)28,37,38. Notably, our experimental KIE of 1.023 
fell between these value ranges and suggested an intermediate 
DN*AN and dissociative ANDN character (Fig. 3). This result was 
consistent with a highly dissociative transition state, but it did not 
distinguish between the stepwise (DN*AN) and concerted (ANDN) 
pathways. Thus, although these  experimental 14C KIE data let us 
confidently state that the transition state did not have significant 
bond orders to either the leaving group or the incoming nucleo-
phile, the formation of a discrete oxocarbenium ion intermediate 
was unclear.

More notable is the leaving group ([1″-18O]) oxygen KIE, 
which was determined to be 1.024. This KIE is also primary and, 
in general, directly proportional to the extent of bond cleav-
age39. A fully broken carbon-oxygen bond generating an anionic 
leaving group in glycoside hydrolysis results in a leaving group 
18O KIE of 1.047 (ref. 39). As a comparison, leaving group 18O 
KIEs for acid-catalyzed carbon-oxygen bond cleavage presumed 
to proceed via fully protonated transition states are reported to 
range from 1.023 to 1.026 (refs. 40,41). These latter measure-
ments suggested that our measured KIE of 1.024 might be con-
sistent with those corresponding to a protonated (at least in part) 
leaving group oxygen. It should be noted that the previous  values 
were determined using unnatural alkyloxy or aryloxy leaving 
groups, contrasting with the phosphate leaving group, UDP, 
that we used. With a phosphate leaving group, negative charge 
delocalization to or protonation of the nonbridging oxygens may 
also contribute to the observed lowering of the 18O leaving group 
KIE42. It may be that protonation and charge delocalization com-
peted for the electron density liberated by the bond cleavage and 
that the KIE of 1.024 determined here reflected the contributions 
of both. Partial protonation (which was estimated to be less than 
50% from the observation of Brønsted and Taft relationships, 
described later) appeared also to be consistent with the structure 
of the ternary complex and with the model that hydrogen bond-
ing between leaving group and nucleophile guides the latter to 
the same face as the former22. Together, these multiple KIEs were 
consistent with the observations in the structure of the OtsA  
ternary complex, its transition state analogy and an SNi-like 
mechanism (Fig. 4).

Table 1 | Isotopic labels in uDP-glc and experimental KIes
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1″-3H α-secondary 1.284 (± 0.001)
1″-2H α-secondary 1.196 (± 0.003)
1″-14C primary label 1.023 (± 0.004)b

2″-2H β-secondary 1.164 (± 0.003)
1″-18o primary; leaving group 1.024 (± 0.002)
6″-3H remote label 1.049 (± 0.0002)
5-3H remote label 1.000 (± 0.004)
shown are the positions of isotopic labels in the donor substrate, UDp-Glc, designed for multiple 
kinetic isotope effect measurement and the resulting experimental KIes that were determined. 
three to five independent measurements were performed for each KIe, and the data represent 
mean values ± s.d.
ameasured using 2-deoxy-glucose-6-phosphate as an acceptor substrate. bCorrected for remote 
label effect of 6′′-3H.
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Kinetic analysis of the acceptor substrate
These results, coupled with transition state analogy, suggested the 
involvement of both the donor and acceptor substrates; therefore, the 
participation of acceptor substrates was also probed by LFER studies. 
We synthesized a panel of modified acceptor substrates: 2-deoxy-D-
glucose-6-phosphate (2dGlc6P), 3-deoxy-D-glucose-6-phosphate (3), 
4-deoxy-D-glucose-6-phosphate (4), 2-deoxy-2-fluoro-D-glucose- 
6-phosphate (2FGlc6P,  5), 3-deoxy-3-fluoro-D-glucose-6-phosphate 
(6), 4-deoxy-4-fluoro-D-glucose-6-phosphate (7) and 2-deoxy-2,2- 
di-fluoro-D-glucose-6-phosphate (2,2-diFGlc6P, 8) using  hexokinase43 
along with the C-2 epimer, 2-deoxy-2-fluoro-D-mannose-6-phosphate 
(2FMan6P, 9). Pseudo–single substrate steady-state kinetic experi-
ments tested all eight acceptor substrates (Fig. 4a) in the presence of 
a saturating concentration of UDP-Glc, and the coupled assay deter-
mined kinetic parameters (Supplementary Table 2). All modified 
 substrates showed significant activity. The lowest kcat (2,2-diFGlc6P) 
was less than that of the natural acceptor by only a factor of 50, and 
the corresponding kcat/Km lower by a factor of 200.

The X-ray crystal structure of OtsA complexed with UDP and 
Glc6P shows that every hydroxyl group of the acceptor makes 
hydrogen bonds with the enzyme active-site amino acid residues 
directly or via water molecules9. Monodeoxy or monodeoxyfluoro 
acceptors can be considered to be missing one potential hydrogen 
bond donor group; this implies that if they are used as acceptors, 
the penalty given to modified substrates with regard to the loss of 
binding affinity may be similar. Indeed, Km values, a rough estima-
tion of enzymatic binding affinity, varied by a factor of less than 2.5  

between all our modified substrates, representing just 0.5 kcal mol−1  
of apparent binding energy difference. A pertinent example is 
2FMan6P, for which the kcat was only slightly higher than that of 
2FGlc6P, whereas the Km was in general agreement (within the 
error range), thus indicating that the effect of losing one hydrogen 
bond was approximately identical in both and that the orientation 
( equatorial or axial) of fluorine substitution had only a minor effect. 
The natural substrate Glc6P was excluded in all analyses as it has 
the potential for extra hydrogen bonding, resulting in extra binding 
energy, which cannot be in line with the desired structure-activity 
relationships (Supplementary Fig. 3).

First, we performed Brønsted-like analysis. When calculated pKa 
values (Supplementary Table 2 and Supplementary Methods) of 
the nucleophiles were plotted against log(kcat/Km), it revealed a strong 
relationship (r2 = 0.98) and a moderate sensitivity of the reaction to 
nucleophile versus acceptor acidity (slope, βnuc = 0.54 ± 0.5) (Fig. 4b). 
Second, we conducted Taft-like analysis using acceptors modified 
only at the C2 position. Again, modification of the substrate at only 
one position was expected to give more accurate and relevant struc-
ture-activity relationships (Fig. 4c). In this analysis, the natural accep-
tor substrate, Glc6P, was again excluded for the same reasons as in 
the Brønsted analysis. It should be noted that polar substituent con-
stants for substituents at C-2 of 2dGlc6P, 2FGlc6P, 2,2-diFGlc6P and 
2FMan6P are not known, and determined polar substituent constants 
for CH3, CH2F and CHF2 were used as the closest approximations44. 
Taft-like analysis gave an excellent correlative relationship (r2 = 1.0) 
and modest sensitivity (slope, ρ = −0.62 ± 0.04) (Fig. 4c).
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leaving group departure is almost completed as the nucleophile starts to form a significant bond. this confers a substantial oxocarbenium ion character 
on the transition state. Consequently, the pyranose ring of the donor is flattened through C5″-o5″-C1″-C2″. the oxygen atom of the leaving group accepts 
a hydrogen bond from the nucleophile, and this ensures the presence of the nucleophile along the reaction coordinate. Combined with the brønsted 
and taft-like analyses, these data indicate that the participation of the nucleophile seems to be significant. the mechanism can be either concerted or 
stepwise. the transition state is highly dissociative in both mechanisms, and the energy difference between the two is expected to be small. If there is a 
discrete intermediate, the nucleophile contributes to the stabilization of the intermediate.
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DIScuSSION
The LFER determined here suggest that synergistic inhibitors, VA6P 
and UDP, formed an in situ transition state analog at the active site 
of OtsA. Thus, the crystal structure of the ternary complex is likely 
to reflect the transition state of a retaining glycosyltransferase reac-
tion22. Several conclusions can be drawn from this transition state 
analogy. First, it suggests that the transition state contains a donor 
substrate moiety with its leaving group bond largely broken and an 
acceptor substrate moiety that hydrogen bonds between the leaving 
group oxygen on UDP and the incoming nucleophile (nitrogen in 
the crystal structure but oxygen in the native substrate). It can now 
be seen that this hydrogen bonding is an important feature of the 
transition state, leading the nucleophile to the same face as the leav-
ing group, as also suggested by a previous computational study18. 
Second, we can speculate that the relative distance of the nucleo-
phile might be closer to the anomeric center than that of the leaving 
group, as the nucleophile-to-carbon bond length is 1.5 Å while the 
interacting UDP is observed 3.5 Å away from the anomeric cen-
ter in the structure. Clearly, a carbon-nitrogen covalent bond can-
not truly mimic the partial bond nature of a transition state, and 
indeed an important caveat is that any covalently bonded transition 
state analogs have to be considered imperfect. Subsequently, the 
distance between UDP and the anomeric carbon determined from 
this structure might also be an over- or underestimation. These dis-
tances should therefore be taken as a trend of the relative position-
ing of the leaving group and the nucleophile in the active site. Third, 
this observed asynchronicity suggested that the oxocarbenium ion– 
like character is likely featured in the transition state. VA6P has a 
prearranged flattened anomeric center around C2-C1-O5-C5 of the 
pyranose ring of the donor mimic. If the reaction proceeded from 
the ground state to an oxocarbenium ion–like transition state, the 
geometry of the anomeric center changed from a tetrahedral to a 
flattened arrangement. This flattened geometry likely contributed 
to the successful synergistic inhibition of VA6P and UDP as a tran-
sition state analog. An oxocarbenium ion–like transition state in the 
retaining glycosyltransferase reactions was already implicated in ear-
lier studies that attributed the inhibition of retaining glycosyltrans-
ferases by UDP-2″-deoxy-2″-fluoro-D-glucose (or corresponding 
galactose derivative) to the destabilizing effect of an electronegative 
fluorine adjacent to reaction center on the positively charged tran-
sition state10,45. Besides geometry, however, the inhibitor structure 
formed by VA6P and UDP shows less-than-ideal charge distribution 
around the putative reaction center as VA6P does not have positive 
charge on C1 (numbered as shown in Fig. 1 according to VA6P and 
product trehalose-6′-phosphate; C1 would correspond to C1″ in 
nucleotide diphosphate donor nomenclature) or C7 (corresponding 
to endocyclic oxygen O5″ of the donor pyranose ring) that would 
develop in a transition state. Computational studies on oxocarbe-
nium ion–like transition states of nucleoside glycosylases indicate  

that the anomeric carbon assumes the most positive charge28. 
Logically and elegantly designed inhibitors of glycoside hydrolases 
and nucleoside glycosylases mimicking this oxocarbenium ion– 
like transition state incorporate positive charge in these and nearby 
positions via nitrogen atoms28,46. Strong transition state analogy of 
the synergistic inhibitors, despite the lack of proper charge distribu-
tion, implied that the majority of the stabilization of positive charge 
at the anomeric carbon of transition state may not be provided by 
amino acid residues of the enzyme but by the incoming acceptor 
nucleophile. Indeed, in the case of retaining glycoside hydrolasess, 
it is suggested that the stabilization of a positively charged transition 
state is largely provided by the enzymatic nucleophile, a  carboxylate 
group of aspartate or glutamate1,47. The LFER determined here are 
therefore consistent with the lack of an enzymatic nucleophile and 
indicate that the incoming acceptor nucleophile should play such 
a role1. Therefore, it was necessary to further probe the oxocar-
benium ion–like character of the transition state and the role of  
the nucleophile.

All KIEs pointed to a highly dissociative, oxocarbenium ion– 
like transition state with a flattened pyranose ring (Fig. 3). [1″-14C] 
KIE and leaving group [1″-18O] KIE suggested that the carbon-
 oxygen bond to the leaving group was almost broken and that 
there was asymmetric hydrogen bonding or partial protonation of  
the leaving group oxygen (or possibly delocalization or  nonbridging 
oxygen protonation42) at an early stage. Such hydrogen bonding, 
or protonation, of the leaving group was again consistent with the 
observation of hydrogen bonding in the crystal structure of the 
 ternary complex.

Brønsted relationships in our case could be used to expose the 
trends of the reaction. Here more basic hydroxylate groups for the 
corresponding conjugate nucleophile hydroxyl were found to accel-
erate the reaction. This was attributed to the partial deprotonation 
of the corresponding conjugate hydroxyl group nucleophile at the 
transition state, which suggested either that deprotonation occurs at 
an early stage or that the base in question was generally not strong48. 
This was also consistent with the [1″-18O] KIE observations described 
above. Together these indicated a partial protonation of the leaving 
group oxygen where the leaving group is also the general base. The 
βnuc of 0.55 indicated simultaneous moderate nucleophilic participa-
tion, but at this stage, when using calculated pKa values, it should not 
be overinterpreted, and assigning a particular value to, for example, 
bond extension would be premature. Taft-like analysis showed the 
same trends as Brønsted analysis. Generally, when 0 > ρ > −1, it is 
assumed that the reaction is mildly sensitive to the polar effect of the 
nucleophile. Our Taft analysis, therefore, also suggested nucleophilic 
participation in the transition state. It cannot be ruled out that the 
steric bulk of fluorine substitution might also play a role in modulat-
ing rates. If this is the case, it can be speculated that the ρ value of −0.62 
determined here is a slight overestimation, and a lower dependence  
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of the reaction on electronic effects would be expected. This would 
point toward a more dissociative transition state but one that would 
still involve participation of the nucleophile. Similar to prior stud-
ies with internal donor nucleophiles49,50, our results suggested that 
for retaining glycosyltransferases, the nucleophile stabilizes positive 
charge on the anomeric carbon at the highly dissociative transition 
state by virtue of the lone pair electrons of oxygen, not yet making 
a substantial bond. In this case, the inductive effects observed by us 
should be read as basicity not as nucleophilicity.

These data combined with the 18O KIE supported the existence 
of hydrogen bonding between the leaving group and the accep-
tor nucleophile. The role of the nucleophile may be to provide the 
nucleophilic ‘push’ and the electrostatic stabilization of the cationic 
anomeric carbon. Also, these LFERs along with the large [1″-18O] 
KIE, which should arise from contributions up to and including 
the first irreversible bond-breaking step, strongly suggested that 
both the leaving group of the donor and the acceptor nucleophile 
appear in that transition state. This is not consistent with a double-
displacement mechanism.

Individual experimental sets (for example, our LFER data 
that implicate nucleophile participation) may be interpreted as 
also being consistent with other mechanisms (for example, KIEs 
alone do not report on reaction stereochemistry); however, as a 
whole the complete data seemed to provide a less ambiguous set 
of conclusions. Within the overall context of all of the results of 
this report, and structural data (Fig. 1c), we propose that the reac-
tion catalyzed by a retaining glycosyltransferase, OtsA, proceeds 
via ‘same-face’ nucleophilic substitution (or SNi) involving a tran-
sition state that is sufficiently open to allow the approach of the 
nucleophile, Glc6P, guided by hydrogen bonding from the same 
face as the leaving group (Fig. 3), as first proposed17 in nonenzy-
matic reactions. However, whether this proceeds via a metastable 
intermediate in the reaction coordinate (stepwise SNi DN*ANss) 
or as a concerted mechanism (an extremely dissociative ANDN) 
remains unclear. This study now provides quantitative data for 
this unusual mechanism. There are few potent inhibitors of glyco-
syltransferases, despite the breadth of this class of enzymes. Their 
future design (and any associated therapeutic strategies) might be 
usefully guided by our findings.

meTHODS
OtsA radioactivity-stopped assay. Appropriate concentration of UDP-Glc and Glc6P  
was prepared in 100 μl of 100 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.25, 100 mM KCl, 10 mM 
MgCl2, 0.1% BSA), as detailed in Supplementary Methods. Radioactive UDP- 
[6-3H]Glc (usually 50,000–150,000 d.p.m.) was added and the reaction mixture was 
equilibrated at 25 °C. Five microliters of OtsA was added using a syringe to initiate 
the reaction. After incubation at 25 °C for 3–10 min, the reaction was stopped by  
heating briefly (30 s) at 80 °C. Four hundred microliters of OtsB (3 units) in 0.05 mM  
Tris buffer was added to the mixture. OtsB cleaves trehalose-6-phosphate to  
trehalose to produce the only neutral radioactive product in the mixture. The 
mixture was further incubated for 1 h at 37 °C, and pH was adjusted to 8.0. The 
mixture was then loaded onto preconditioned strong anion exchange solid-phase 
extraction Strata (Phenomenex) cartridge. Flow-through fractions (void volume) 
and an elution of 100 μl of water were collected in a scintillation counter vial, and 
5 ml of liquid scintillation cocktail was added to each vial. Collected solutions were 
counted by an LS6500 (Beckman-Coulter) liquid scintillation counter. Background 
samples prepared without OtsA gave no detectable counts.

Kinetic isotope effects. Nonradioactive heavy isotopes such as [1″-2H], [2″-2H] and 
[1″-18O] were doubly labeled along with [5-3H]. Consequently, all heavy isotope 
 substrates were 3H-labeled except on one occasion. In the case of [1″-14C] KIE, KIE 
was measured with UDP-[1″-14C]Glc as the heavy isotope substrate and UDP-[6″-3H]
Glc as the light isotope substrate, and the observed value was corrected for the remote 
effect from [6″-3H] ([1″-14C] KIE = [1″-14C] KIE (observed) × [6″-3H] KIE).

A master reaction mix was prepared using 2 mM UDP-Glc, 8 mM 2-deoxy-D-
glucose-6-phosphate, 50 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 3 units of OtsB and 0.1% BSA 
in 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.2) containing isotopic pairs of radiolabeled UDP-
Glc substrates where the ratio of 3H/14C was approximately 1:1, with an activity of 
about 100,000 d.p.m. each. The enzymatic reaction was initiated by taking aliquots 
from the master mix and adding OtsA to each aliquot. The 3H/14C ratio (or 14C/3H) 
from the master mix was measured and taken as R0. The enzymatic reaction was 

incubated at 25 °C and allowed to proceed until 40–50% completed. The reaction 
was stopped by freezing the mixture with liquid nitrogen. Small aliquots (20 μl) 
were taken for HPLC analysis of the reaction fraction (f ). The unreacted product 
was purified by HPLC on an UltiMate 3000 System (Dionex) using a Spherisorb 
SAX anion exchange column (10 × 250 mm, Waters). The column was eluted with 
a gradient of 15–300 mM ammonium formate (30 min), pH 3.5, and chromatogra-
phy was monitored by UV detector at 262 nm. The unreacted substrate was eluted 
at the retention time of 18.5 min and then pooled and lyophilized. The residue was 
dissolved in 200 μl water and subsequently mixed with 5 ml scintillation cocktail. 
Liquid scintillation counting was performed on a Liquid Scintillation Counter 
LS6500 (Beckmann-Coulter), preset to read 3H/14C ratio with a precision of 0.2%. 
Each counting set was performed for 10 min. Resulting ratios 3H/14C (or 14C/3H 
in the case of [1″-14C] KIE) were taken as Rt. The reaction fraction was obtained 
by HPLC analysis comparing the ratio of the peak areas of the substrate UDP-Glc 
and product UDP with a standard curve measured with a UV detector at 262 nm 
(column: Waters Spherisorb SAX 4.6 × 250 mm using a gradient of 25–250 mM 
NaH2PO4 for 35 min). KIE was calculated using the following equation

KIE =
−

−
log( )

log[( ) ]
1

1 0

f
f R Rt

where f = the fraction reaction (0–1) at time when the reaction was stopped,  
Rt = 3H/14C (or 14C/3H) of unreacted substrate when the reaction was stopped  
(partial reaction) and R0 = 3H/14C (or 14C/3H) of total substrate (ratio at time zero).

[1″-18O] KIE was further corrected by percent enrichment of 18O incorporation 
by using the following strategy30: the 18O fraction (0.824) in α-D-glucopyranosyl- 
[1-18O]phosphate was taken as its fiso value as this compound as completely 
 converted to the final product [5H]UDP-[1″-18O]Glc in the enzymatic synthesis. 

KIE KIE  final measured iso iso= − +( ) /1      f         f

where KIEfinal = final 18O KIE, KIEmeasured = KIE determined by equation (1) and  
fiso = the percent isotopic fraction of 18O.

Data fitting and statistics. Kinetic parameters were analyzed through nonlinear 
regression using either the Michaelis-Menten equation or bisubstrate kinetic 
 equations. All other data were analyzed through linear regression. All data  fittings 
were carried out using GraFit 7.0 (Erithacus Software). Data were typically 
 collected from three individual experiments, and all regressions generated standard 
errors of means (s.e.m.). 
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